The Masterpiece of Watch Manufacture

The watches that you will see illustrated in our new watch book are the latest results of master craftsmanship. For the purpose of this unusual offer the Burlington Watch Company selected its finest and highest grade watch. The fitted ruby and nephrite jewels represent maximum time keeping efficiency, the fact that 19 jewels gives the maximum, being known to every railroad man.

Needless to add, that after having engaged the highest grade of workmen from Europe, the makers of the watch do not shun the nominate minor expense of getting the very best material for the best watch.

Adjusted to temperature and adjusted to inclination and adjusted to reactions—this Burlington watch is subjected to the most rigid tests—tests that require months after the watch is completed. Thus, after being fitted at the factory into its proper case, every Burlington watch is returned so as to meet the ultimate standard of quality.

Among the Railroads and in the United States Navy

timepieces that are absolutely accurate are essential. Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch qualified. The S. S. Connecticut alone has over 200 Burlingtons aboard; the battleship Georgia has 139 Burlingtons. The head of the Southern Railway and the head of the New York Central, the head of the Pennsylvania, have over 100 Specials aboard.

The constant vibration, the extreme heat in the boiler room, the cold salt air, and the change of climate from the Arctic to the tropical are the most severe tests on a watch. If a watch will stand up and give accurate service aboard a man-overboard vessel, or on a train that is rapidly going back and forth, it will stand the worst conditions that this world can dish out. The Burlingtons have been to the Arctic, they have been to the South Pole, they have been to the equator, and they have been to the tropics. The Burlington is the watch of the United States Navy.